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Abstract. In this note the author shows a uniform-consistency barrier on finite-difference schemes of positive 
type for convection-diffusion equations; i.e., any difference scheme of positive type cannot approximate Lu =  
- e A u  +  f  - Vu -h git to 0 ( h a) (a  >  1) accuracy uniformly in e.
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1. Introduction. Consider a discrete method for solving a differential equation Lm =  ƒ, 
Let L}X be a discrete approximation to L defined on a difference or a finite element mesh £2/, 
depending on some meshwidth h. L/, is monotone if L/,t> > 0 implies u > 0, where v 
is a function defined on £2/,. Let it; be a barrier function, i.e., a normalized function with 
max w ( x i )  =  1, such that L f t w ( X i )  >  c  >  0, V*/ e  £2/,. If L&  is monotone, it is shown (see 
[1], for instance) that
||£/l 1 II00 ^ C ^
where ||L /,|| oo =  supu^ 0 | |L /,u ||o o /l |v |lo o  and  IMloo =  max*,«^ \v(xi)\is the maximum norm, 
and the discretization error ||u — «/¡(loo is bounded by the truncation error ||L\xu — ƒ  ||oo as 
follows:
- lu lift 1 oo < c *11 L hu -  ƒ  Hoc.
In general, it is not easy to check if a discrete difference linear operator L/, is monotone. 
Consider a finite-difference scheme
(1) L hku =  ( 2flo... o ^ (0 ,. . . ,  0) — Y"' . . .  V ]  alx....ikT ( i \ , , . . ,  i* )) uI / |
il—~p\ k~~Pk
in ¿-dimensions for a uniform mesh, where u is a function defined on £2/,, 7(/9i, /?2, • • •, #t) 
is a translation operator defined by
f t *  • • • i f i k ) u (x  1* * 2 »  . . . » • * * )  =  U(X\ +  P\h, X2 +  f t / i ,  . . . , Xfc +  P M ,
and the /Vs are integers. L hk is of positive type if
(2 ) 1^ == P 1’ * * * * ^1* := P2i * • • y *?2 i • • * » ik Pki * * * »
91 <72 Qk
(3) 2a0... o > E  E  E  ...-
pi n —- p i  ik~~Pk
It is well known that L\  is automatically monotone if L\  is of positive type. Hence much 
attention has been paid to difference schemes of positive type [2], [4], [6]-[8]. In particular,
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difference schemes are useful for numerical methods for singular perturbation problems [2]—
[8]. Unfortunately, in 1978, Kellogg and Tsan [6] showed that any three-point difference 
scheme of positive type cannot approximate L(u) =  —su" -f b(x)it' +  g{x)u to 0 (h a) 
(a > 1) accuracy uniformly in e. This implies that it is difficult to obtain a highly accurate 
approximation of the solution if any three-point difference scheme of positive type is used to
solve a convection-diffusion equation — su" +  b(x)u' +  g(x)u — 0.
The aim of this note is to show that any difference scheme of positive type cannot approx­
imate Lu =  —sAu  +  ƒ  • Vk +gu to 0(ha) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly in s. It is shown first 
that any difference scheme of positive type cannot approximate L(u) = —eu"+b(x)u'+g(x)u  
to 0(ha) (a >  1) accuracy uniformly in e, which generalizes the result given by Kellogg and 
Tsan [6]. We then extend the result to higher dimensions.
2. Main results. Let Lh be a discrete approximation to an operator L defined on a 
difference mesh Q/, depending on some meshwidth h and let crQi) be a positive function of 
the meshwidth h. If there exists a positive constant C independent of h such that
(4) \Luv(Xi) -  Lv(xj)\ < Co(h),  V*; e  /,,
where v is a smooth function, it is said that Lh approximates L to 0(cr(/?)) accuracy.
Let
- I  q
(5) Lhv„ = -  Y ]  arfe, h, n)v„+i + a0(e, h, n)v„ -  y^fl,(g, h, n)v„+i
l=z—p  /  — 1
denote an approximation to the operator
(6 ) Lu =  —su11 +  ƒ  (x)uf +  g(x)u ,
where p  and q are nonnegative integers and f ( x )  is not identically zero. First we prove that 
any difference scheme Lh of positive type cannot approximate L to 0 ( h a) (a > 1) accuracy 
uniformly in e.
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that Lh approximates L to 0 ( h a) (a > 1) accuracy uniformly 
in s. Then L h is not of positive type.
Proof. Denote ai =  <?ƒ(£, h , n), i =  —p 9. . . ,  q for convenience in the proof. Under the 
assumption of the theorem, Lh{xk) =  L(xk) +  yk for k =  0,1,  2, where \yk \ < Ckh*> Ck is 
independent of h and s . Hence
- i  i
“  E  a‘ + a ° “  1 2 a‘ = S(x) + Yo>
i - - - p  i - \
q
-  ¿2, <*i(x + ih) + aox -  Y ^ ai(x + ih ) =  ƒ (* ) + g(x)x  +  yu  
* = -p  /= i
»
q— ai(x +  ih ) 2 +  dQX2 — +  ih ) 2
/ = i
=  —2e +  2 f (x)x + g{x)x2 +  y2.
By direct computation, one obtains the following equations.
“  a‘ +  a° ~  J 2 a‘ = S(x) + Yo, 
i = - p  1=1
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1
1 2 iai ~  X ] iUi =  ( f w  + y > -  x yo)h
i = - p  / = 1 
- 1
i2ai — E  *2fl> =  (~2e  + Y2 ~  2xy j +  x 2yo)h 2.
Adding the last two equations shows
p <i
(7) *“ 4*
ƒ = 1 I~1
=  (2 s -  y2 +  2 *yi -  2 -  (ƒ  (x) + y \ ~  xy0)h 1
Since f { x )  is not identically zero, one can find a point x  such that either ƒ  (x) >  0 or 
f{x)  < 0. In the former case, since \yk\ < C^h01, k — 0,1,2,  (7) becomes strictly negative 
for s sufficiently small, which implies L h is not of positive type. In the latter case, doing a 
transformation x  c  — x t we have similarly that
Q
(8) Y '  i{i -  1 )a_; +  Y "'¿(i +  1 )cii
m t^ÊÊÊÊM  Â m m m m m
1 i=\
=  (2s -  y2 + 2 ( c  - x ) y \  -  (c ~ x ) 2y0)h ~ +  ( f ( c - x )  -  y\ +  (c -
The conclusion follows from the same argument, 0
In fact, we can see from the proof that L b cannot approximate L to Oiha) (a > 1) 
accuracy uniformly in e if a* > 0, i =  —p , . . , ,  —1, 1 , . , . ,  q. The result given by Kellogg 
and Tsan [6] is the case of p  =  q =  1.
Now we consider finite difference schemes in ¿-dimensions. Let L[! defined by (1) denote 
an approximation to the operator
(9) LkU =  —£Au +  ƒ  ■ Vm +  ££/
in a difference mesh £2/, with a uniform meshwidth h, where ƒ  =  ( / j  ( x 0 , . . . ,  fk(xk))7 is not 
identically zero. Since an ordinary differential equation (ODE) is a special case of a partial 
differential equation (PDE), if something cannot be done for ODEs, it cannot in general be 
done for PDEs. We claim that the same result of Theorem 2.1 holds in ¿-dimensions. In fact, 
assume that f \ ( x \ )  is not identically zero without loss of generality and let
m Ok
(10) C0 =  2a0....o -  Y ]  ^  «o/2..../*.
Jm m m m
¡2~~p2 k ——Pk
<12 Qk
(2~"P2 (k~~Pk
If Lhk is of positive type, one can see that
(12) a  > 0, i =  —Pi, 2c o > 2 ^ C i .
- Pi
Consider Z, J (x{) =  Lk (x{) + yj, j  =  0, 1, 2. The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows the following 
theorem.
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THEOREM 2.2. I f  h \  approximates Lk to 0 ( h a) (a >  1) accuracy uniformly in e, then 
Lhk is not o f positive type. 
Theorem 2.2 reveals a uniform-consistency barrier on finite-difference schemes of positive 
type for convection-diffusion equations. 
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